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1. Introduction
Improving the lives of women and girls can unlock change for everyone, accelerating 

a range of positive development results. Data and statistics are essential for smart 

policy making that can support gender equality and empowerment. It is essential 

to produce and disseminate gender data in order to enable (1) diagnosis of the size 

and nature of the disadvantages experienced by women and men, (2) identification 

of the underlying causes—and consequences—of these disadvantages, (3) design 

of evidence-based policies and interventions, and (4) monitoring of those policies’ 

progress toward gender-related targets. 

The World Bank’s Strengthening Gender Statistics (SGS) project is working 

with national statistics offices (NSOs) in 12 partner countries to improve the 

availability, quality, and use of gender data within the economic domain. The SGS 

approach provides targeted recommendations to each NSO on survey design 

and implementation as well as indicator calculation and data analysis. However, 

these efforts to improve the collection of high-quality gender data are in vain if the 

data from NSOs are not disseminated and used. To this end, the SGS project also 

supports the production of gender abstracts and factbooks, and it has developed a 

data visualization training to provide NSOs with the tools for disseminating gender 

statistics in a more user-friendly way to audiences with varying levels of statistical 

knowledge. 

This guidance note provides recommendations for effectively communicating 

gender statistics through gender factbooks. A gender factbook is a comprehensive 

publication that disseminates gender statistics through visuals and tables 

accompanied by relevant analysis and legal or policy frameworks that give context 

to the data presented. This guidance note is intended to support NSO efforts to 

improve existing gender factbooks or to assist a country in developing its first 

gender factbook. Section 2 outlines the motivation for reporting on gender data 

and creating a gender factbook. Section 3 provides guidance on producing and 

disseminating a gender factbook, leveraging best-practice examples from a 

comprehensive review of existing gender factbooks and publications that focus 

on improving the communication and dissemination of gender statistics. Section 4 

concludes, and the appendixes provide valuable sources, samples, and templates. 

Applying the practices presented in this guidance note will allow countries to 

improve their ability to communicate gender statistics, which serve as a critical 

input to designing and monitoring policies to improve development opportunities 

for all.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/gender/brief/strengthening-gender-statistics
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2. Motivation for producing gender 
factbooks
Why report on gender data? 
Over the past decade, policy makers and international agencies have increasingly 

recognized the importance of timely, high-quality gender data for advancing gender 

equality and empowerment (see box 1 for definitions related to gender data). The 

advent of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has led to an increased 

focus on sex disaggregation of a core set of development indicators. This focus 

is reiterated in several international commitments like the Beijing Platform for 

Action’s strategic objective to “generate and disseminate gender-disaggregated 

data and information for planning and evaluation” and the Convention on 

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women’s call for sex-

disaggregated data across all sectors (UN CEDAW 2010; UN Women 2005). These 

international commitments, initiatives, and platforms have propelled gender data 

to the forefront of the development agenda. 

Box 1. What are gender data?

Gender statistics are defined as the sum of the following characteristics:

• Data are collected and presented by sex as a primary and overall classification.
• Data reflect gender issues.
• Data are based on concepts and definitions that adequately reflect the diversity of 

women and men and capture all aspects of their lives.
• Data collection methods consider stereotypes and social and cultural factors 

that may induce gender bias in the data.

Source: UNSD 2016.

Reliable gender data provide an evidence base for creating policies and 

interventions that reduce inequalities and enhance development for all. High-

quality gender statistics offer a detailed picture of the experiences and outcomes 

of women, men, girls, and boys. Policy makers can use this evidence to design 

more effective interventions to close gender gaps and advance empowerment 

across sectors. Consistent reporting of gender statistics is also the basis for 

assessing the impacts of ongoing policies and programs and monitoring progress 

toward gender equality throughout the years. As such, NSOs play a prominent 
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role in countries’ social and economic development by not only collecting but also 

disseminating reliable gender statistics. 

Reporting on internationally agreed gender statistics also enables countries 

to benchmark their progress against that of peers and to monitor gender gaps on 

a global or regional scale. The SDG monitoring framework includes 50 gender-

related indicators, combining indicators for SDG 5 (Gender equality) and indicators 

for other goals that either are gender-specific or require sex disaggregation. On 

average across these indicators, however, only a third of countries have at least 

one data point between 2016 and 2020 (Beegle et al. 2023). Increasing gender 

data availability for SDG indicators and similar frameworks can strengthen policy 

makers’ understanding of regional and global dynamics in gender equality and 

empowerment, and it may highlight opportunities for coordination and knowledge 

sharing. 

Why gender factbooks? 
Effective data communication is not going the extra mile but is rather a fundamental 

step in the data production cycle. To be useful, data need to be interpreted; to 

inform policy discussions and public opinion, data need to be made accessible and 

relevant to nonstatistician audiences. A common strategy toward achieving this end 

is to develop publications that translate complex data into easily comprehended 

insights through compelling visuals and intuitive analysis.

A gender factbook can serve as a flagship 
gender data knowledge product.

A gender factbook can serve as a flagship gender data knowledge product 

that communicates insights and analysis across a range of topics. The flexible 

format of a factbook can deliver data insights in accessible visual presentations 

alongside the context and analysis needed for readers to understand and apply 

the insights. Factbooks can also convey further detail for interested audiences by 

including methodological notes and more in-depth data in the appendixes.

By itself, however, a factbook is not a gender data communication strategy: it 

is recommended that NSOs define an institutional commitment to making gender 

data insights available on a regular basis. Every survey report should integrate 
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gender data insights within its scope, and smaller-scale knowledge products 

can communicate targeted insights and analysis between survey releases. The 

processes, principles, and tools discussed in this guidance note can often be applied 

to communicate gender data insights effectively in these other contexts as well as 

in a factbook. To maintain the most important insights in a central publication, 

countries may want to release an updated version of the gender factbook each year 

with changes to reflect newly available data and key contextual developments. 
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3. How to develop an effective 
gender factbook
This section presents a five-stage framework for developing and disseminating 

an effective gender factbook. It distills recommendations and best practices from 

a review of country gender factbooks and guidelines for communicating gender 

statistics, with the aim of assisting NSOs to adapt best practices and lessons 

learned to national contexts. Although most recommendations presented here 

are considered best practice for data visualization and dissemination efforts 

broadly, some considerations are particularly relevant for gender statistics. Figure 

1 summarizes the five stages of the framework, and the following subsections 

discuss the stages in further detail.

Appendix A provides a comprehensive 
list of gender factbooks that are available 
online as of November 1, 2023, and 
summarizes main findings from this 
factbook inventory. Appendix B highlights 
key resources available to communicate 
gender statistics. 
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Figure 1. Five-stage framework for developing and disseminating an effective 

gender factbook
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Source: Original figure for this guidance note.
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operational plan
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Stage 1: Develop operational plan

1.1 Identify key stakeholders to engage.

Many key stakeholders will represent target audiences or data users of the factbook. 

They could include politicians and policy makers, civil society organizations, 

media representatives, academic institutions, and the general public. Engaging 

representatives of these audiences in the process of developing the factbook can 

make it more likely that the publication will provide information that is interesting 

and useful to its readers, and in ways that they understand and can easily apply. 

Consider designating sectoral gender focal points to engage line ministries 

in the development of the factbook. Sectoral gender focal points will have valuable 

insight into which gender questions are most relevant to current policy issues. 

They may also be able to contribute to the legal, institutional, and thematic context 

necessary for complementing the statistics presented in the factbook. In addition, 

they can provide invaluable assistance in the compilation and calculation of 

gender statistics from administrative data held within their respective ministries 

or government agencies. Sectoral focal points will often represent primary 

consumers of the factbook’s insights. Including them in the development process 

allows them to provide input reflecting their needs as data users. It also builds 

ownership of the data collection and dissemination process and may increase 

uptake of the factbook’s data insights.

Plan consultations throughout the factbook development process to 

engage the input of stakeholders who are not part of the core production team. 

The factbook production team will need to be able to accommodate multiple and 

often competing demands to develop a document that is useful to a variety of 

stakeholders. Carefully planned and facilitated multistakeholder consultations 

at critical points of the process can help to manage input and foster a sense of 

shared ownership (see figure 2). For example, stakeholders could provide input on 

the main themes to be addressed, types of indicators, levels of disaggregation and 

stratification, spatial coverage, and preferred presentation forms and analysis. 
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The form and frequency of these consultations, and the range of stakeholders 

engaged, can be adapted to the factbook timeline and budget.

Engage stakeholders throughout the 
factbook development process. 

1.2 Define budget, team, and timeline.

The specifics of budget, team composition, and timeline will depend on available 

capacities and constraints, but certain common considerations apply to most 

operational planning. The assembled core production team should include people 

with expertise in producing statistics, visualizing data, writing analysis, and 

coordinating information, stakeholders, and dissemination events. The budget 

should account for any identified need for specialized software, training to build 

technical capacity, and production of the events and materials used to disseminate 

the factbook. In developing the timeline for factbook production, teams should 

consider whether the factbook must be completed in time for a specific deadline, 

the points at which it might make sense to involve stakeholders beyond the core 

team, how long it will likely take to secure data and calculate indicators, and how 

early planning should begin for dissemination events. Table 1 summarizes these 

considerations. Once the budget, team, and timeline are established, a workplan 

can be a useful way to organize tasks and responsibilities. 
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Table 1. Operational considerations

Area Points to consider

Team

• Who will compile published indicators and information on 
context?

• Who will coordinate with stakeholders? 
• Who will calculate indicators? 
• Who will create data visualizations?
• Who will write analysis text? 
• Who will be responsible for layout and publishing? 
• Who will draft communications materials? 
• Who will organize dissemination events? 

Budget
• Is any specialized software needed?
• Will there be a need for any training to build technical 

capacity?
• Will the factbook be printed as well as published elec-

tronically?
• How will the factbook be disseminated? What events and 

materials will be produced?

Timeline • Does the factbook have a specific deadline?
• At which points will stakeholders beyond the core team 

be consulted?
• How difficult is it likely to be to get data? What share of 

indicators will need to be calculated? 
• By when will training be needed? When should planning 

begin for dissemination events?

Source: Original table for this guidance note.
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Figure 2 lays out an illustrative six-month timeline for developing a gender 

factbook. This timeline includes an initial two months to gather participating 

parties and select indicators, followed by a two-month period for compiling and 

calculating the gender statistics. Once the indicators are compiled, the timeline 

allocates about one month to develop the gender factbook draft with another month 

for finalizing the factbook and preparing for dissemination. This is an ambitious 

timeline, and it assumes that the factbook will be a top institutional priority with 

explicit commitment from NSO leadership and dedicated focal points from each 

relevant ministry.

Figure 2. Sample timeline for creating a gender factbook

Month 
6 or 7
Publish the 
gender 
factbook.

Beginning of 
Month 1
NSO determines 
the target audience 
and list of potential 
parties (focal 
points) 
participating in the 
gender factbook 
production and 
conducts an 
indicator mapping 
for the gender 
factbook.

First meeting with 
NSO and focal points 
for gender factbook:
Review and discuss 
the indicator 
mapping and priority 
topics for the gender 
factbook.

Distribution of the 
indicator mapping 
list for focal points 
to review, revise, 
and validate.

Second meeting with NSO 
and focal points for 
gender factbook: Review 
and discuss the updated 
indicator mapping and 
approve the full list of 
indicators and topics for 
the gender factbook. 
Confirm timeline and work 
plan.

Third meeting with NSO 
and focal points for 
gender factbook: Confirm 
that all indicators have 
been compiled. Kick off 
the gender factbook 
production, assign tasks 
and responsibilities to 
participating parties, and 
develop timeline.

Fourth meeting with 
NSO and focal points for 
gender factbook: Devise 
and discuss gender 
factbook dissemination 
plan, assign tasks and 
responsibilities to 
participating parties, and 
develop timeline.

Compilation of published 
indicators and calculation of 
additional gender statistics. 
Capacity building training on 
indicator calculation, if 
necessary.

Production of gender 
factbook (writing and 
visuals) and follow-
up on any missing 
indicators.

Beginning 
of Month 2

End of 
Month 1

End of 
Month 2 Month 3-4

End of 
Month 4 Month 5

Beginning 
of Month 6

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

Note: NSO = national statistics office.
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factbook and key 
messages

Stage 2: Engage stakeholders to select themes 
and indicators

The following steps describe a general process to select themes and 
indicators for a gender factbook when the scope of the factbook is 
flexible. If some aspects of the factbook’s scope have already been 
defined—for example, if the factbook is intended to report on a specific 
set of indicators or cover a certain topic or survey—then the process can 
be adapted to accommodate those decisions.

2.1 Decide on the type of data.

Decide if the factbook will include indicators based on survey data only or based 

on both survey and administrative data. Administrative data like health and 

education records can significantly expand the set of potential indicators included 

in the gender factbook. Such data also tend to be routinely collected, allowing for 

more frequent updates of indicators; however, administrative records are usually 

developed, maintained, and housed by relevant sector ministries. Gender factbook 

teams based in NSOs may face barriers to accessing administrative records, 

clarifying the data collection process used to generate them, and verifying data 

quality. In addition, administrative data may not represent all populations of 

interest if system coverage is incomplete, and data collection processes may not 

be as established as they are for national surveys. Including indicators based on 

administrative data, although potentially valuable, may therefore require additional 

time and effort from the factbook production team. 

Including indicators based on 
administrative data can be valuable but 
may require additional time and effort. 
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2.2 Identify potential indicators.

It is often helpful to begin identifying potential indicators based on relevant 

national and international policy and reporting frameworks. Most internationally 

recognized indicators that are sex-disaggregated or that relate to gender topics 

come from the Sustainable Development Goals and the UN Minimum Set of Gender 

Indicators (MSGI)1 If the country has previously conducted a Gender Data Gap 

Assessment, that assessment can be a helpful resource for indicator identification 

as well. In addition, factbook teams may want to consider national policy priorities 

and commitments, and the gender issues that are most pressing for different 

populations in the country.

The SGS Indicator Mapping template 
includes a reference list of indicators based 
on international reporting frameworks 
and a review of country gender factbooks. 

2.3 Map data availability.

The feasibility and value of including each potential indicator in the factbook will 

depend on the data that are available for it, the form they take, and where they 

come from. Indicators may be categorized into three main categories (published, 

calculable, and not calculable), illustrated in figure 3. 

It may also be helpful to note specific details of the available data, including 

the time periods for which the indicator is available or could be calculated, future 

plans for its collection, levels of disaggregation that are available or could be 

calculated, whether the original microdata are available if needed, and the extent 

to which metadata about how the data were collected and how the indicator was 

calculated are available. The SGS Indicator Mapping template mentioned earlier 

can be used to track these details. The completed indicator mapping can be 

presented to key stakeholders to validate findings, verify data availability, and 

identify any gaps in the list of potential indicators.

1 The SDGs have up to 86 gender-relevant indicators, and the UN MSGI is composed of 51 
quantitative indicators and 11 qualitative indicators against which countries may benchmark 
gender equality and empowerment. Several regions have adapted versions of the UN MSGI to 
reflect regional concerns and priorities, as in for example the UN MSGI for Africa.

https://gender-data-hub-2-undesa.hub.arcgis.com/
https://gender-data-hub-2-undesa.hub.arcgis.com/
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099010424125533797/p17588013eacf70df1879f1c5572a970337
https://africa.unwomen.org/en/digital-library/publications/2022/09/minimum-set-of-gender-indicators-for-africa
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Figure 3. Indicator availability categories

Has the indicator 
been published 

anywhere?

Are data available 
to calculate the 

indicator?

YYEESS YYEESS

NNOO

NNOO

Published Not calculableCalculable

Survey or 
census data

Administrative 
data

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

2.4 Decide on factbook themes.

Validation of the completed indicator mapping with key stakeholders also serves as 

an opportunity to discuss the themes emerging from the list of potential indicators 

and to decide which ones the factbook should cover. Because gender disparities, 

roles, and norms vary from country to country, teams should select themes that 

are most relevant to emphasize for the local context. Common topics across 

gender factbooks globally include population, education, health, employment, time 

use, asset ownership, violence against women, and influence and power. Other 

potential topics could include agriculture, environment, settlement, migration, 

indigenous populations, poverty, security, or peace and justice. 

2.5 Finalize list of indicators.

Based on the results of the meeting with key stakeholders, the core factbook 

production team should select indicators to be included in the factbook under each 

theme. The team should consider each indicator’s importance to the theme and to 

factbook audiences as well as the feasibility of presenting useful information on 

that indicator. For example, if an indicator is theoretically valuable but available 
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data are old or incomplete, it may not be helpful at this point to include the indicator 

in the factbook. Once the final list of indicators is developed, it should be shared 

with key stakeholders for their review and approval. 

Validate the final list of indicators with key 
stakeholders. 
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Stage 3: Compile information and identify key 
messages

3.1 Gather information on the legal and policy context.

Gather information on the legal and policy framework surrounding selected themes 

and indicators to provide context for data insights. This information may include 

any global conventions, charters, or resolutions related to the rights of women and 

girls along with the dates on which the country ratified them. It should also cover 

national legislation and policies related to gender equality and empowerment, as 

well as sector-specific legislation and policies that may contribute to gendered 

patterns in the data. For example, laws on property rights and inheritance regimes 

may shape patterns of asset ownership between women and men, and policies 

regarding parental leave and childcare may affect women’s and men’s labor 

force participation. Describing these features of the legal and policy environment 

alongside the gender data insights can help readers to understand what factors 

contribute to the patterns identified in the data and what policy changes could 

narrow remaining gender gaps.

3.2 Compile selected indicators and documentation.

Published

For indicators that have already been published, first verify and document the data 
sources and methodology used to construct the indicator. This information may have 
been published alongside the indicator, but the factbook team may also need to follow 
up with report authors or relevant ministries to clarify questions. 

Once data sources and methodology have been confirmed, collect indicator data 
into a central location and in an editable format. Include the indicator name, unit of 
measurement, source, year, and any available metadata. If data are copied from a table, 
it is essential that all cell values match the original data table because the rows and 
columns may be misaligned or cut off after transferring the data from a Word or PDF 
document. If certain data are available only in a chart, a data table can be created from 
the data labels for the exact values of each data point. If there is no way to discern the 
exact values of the data points in the chart, the participating parties should determine 
whether it is feasible to obtain the underlying statistics for the chart.
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Calculable

For indicators that will be calculated from the original data, first determine who will 
be responsible for calculating each indicator and arrange for data access and training 
if needed. In most cases statisticians from the NSO will calculate the gender statistics 
from the surveys, and either the NSO or the responsible ministry will calculate the 
gender statistics from the administrative data. The NSO must determine whether 
additional capacity building is necessary to make these indicators available for the 
gender factbook.

Calculate indicators following standard methodology, and comprehensively document 
data sources and calculation. Following standard methodology enables comparison 
of indicators over time and, where relevant, across countries. Comprehensive 
documentation increases the transparency and credibility of the analysis and makes 
it easier to use and build on data insights in the future (see box 2 at the end of this 
subsection for a discussion of Open Data). NSOs may find the metadata for the UN 
Minimum Set of Gender Indicators and Sustainable Development Goal indicators helpful 
as a reference to international standard methodology for indicator calculation. Relevant 
sector specialists should also be involved in the calculation of new gender statistics to 
ensure the accuracy of those statistics. 

The SGS project has developed a training 
and accompanying materials for computing 
the SGS priority indicators related to labor 
outcomes and asset ownership and rights, 
which may be a helpful supplement to the 
UN MSGI and SDG metadata.

To determine whether the country is making progress toward empowerment, 

narrowing gender gaps, or reaching national or international targets, the gender 

factbook should include, when possible, trends in indicators over time. Although 

some publications may already have tables with data spanning several years, 

time series data must often be compiled by extracting the same indicator from 

publications of different years. Whenever indicators are compiled into a time 

series, it is essential to obtain comprehensive metadata for each data point so that 

any changes in methodology during the time series can be reported alongside the 

data.

Data with multiple levels of disaggregation provide helpful insights into 

gender differences across subpopulations of a country. For example, female- 

and male-dominated trends may be different for those in urban versus rural 

households or those in poorer versus wealthier households compared to the 

national employment patterns in certain professions. Although it may take more 

effort to calculate additional disaggregation categories (that is, geographic region, 

https://gender-data-hub-2-undesa.hub.arcgis.com/pages/indicators
https://gender-data-hub-2-undesa.hub.arcgis.com/pages/indicators
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040308292219463/p1758800485e85070a94205624f6f516c9
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040308292219463/p1758800485e85070a94205624f6f516c9
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sector, occupation, types of activities, presence of children, and so on), these data 

often provide more comprehensive insights to inform relevant and well-targeted 

policy interventions or reforms. 

Additional 
disaggregation 
categories to 

consider 

• Place of residence.
• Geographic region. 
• Quintile of household income or 

consumption. 
• Marital status. 
• Presence of children. 
• Level of education. 
• Labor status.
• Type of employment, sector, 

occupation. 

3.3 Analyze data and identify key messages.

Analyze the compiled indicator data to identify patterns of interest and understand 

what each indicator shows about the lived experiences of women and men. These 

patterns could include trends over time or comparisons across different groups 

within the population. In some cases, the most relevant analysis may not be the 

gap between men and women but rather the difference between subpopulations of 

women or men. For example, single mothers or women with young children may 

be more likely to work a part-time rather than full-time job or may spend a higher 

proportion of time on unpaid domestic and care work compared to single women 

without children. Female labor force participation could also differ by wealth 

quintile or location. Similarly, whereas national data may show that men are more 

likely than women to own land, potentially prompting policy makers to establish 

programs that help women on the path to ownership, further disaggregated data 

may uncover that married women are more likely to own land than unmarried 

women. Thus, policy makers may adjust the programs or promote additional 

interventions to assist unmarried women specifically.

In consultation with stakeholders, explore the patterns and stories that 

emerge from the data and identify key messages to convey in the factbook. The 

factbook should not simply reproduce every data point calculated but should 

instead highlight a selection of the most important points or patterns along with 

an explanation of why they are important. For example, the factbook team may 

want to consider the following questions:
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• What is most interesting about the data for each indicator? Are there any 

surprising or noteworthy patterns over time or across different groups 

within the population? 

• What is most interesting and important within the indicators for each 

theme? Are any data insights especially relevant to current policy devel-

opment? 

• How do the indicators together tell stories about the lived experiences of 

women and men?

• How does the country compare to regional peers or to global averages?

• What gaps remain in gender data in this context?

Explore data insights with stakeholders to 
identify key messages. 

Box 2. Increasing transparency and reproducibility of gender data insights

The spread of Open Data initiatives reflects increasing recognition of the value of 
making public intent data available for reuse. As the World Development Report 
2021: Data for Better Lives highlights, public intent data can add tremendous value 
to development by improving service delivery, informing prioritization of scarce 
resources, and facilitating accountability, among other pathways (World Bank 2021). 
Maximizing the potential value of these data often requires making them available to 
be reused and repurposed. At the same time, movements to increase transparency 
and reproducibility in research mean that researchers and analysts are increasingly 
documenting and publishing their analysis as well as data and results—increasing 
the credibility of the research and enabling others to build on analytical advances.
To increase transparency and reproducibility of gender data insights, the factbook 
team should at minimum document all indicators and data insights thoroughly. This 
documentation should record data sources, calculations, related decisions, and 
construction of visualizations or other forms of presentation. The factbook appendix 
should include sufficient metadata for readers to understand the data sources and 
method of calculation for each indicator included in the factbook. 
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If the country has an Open Data policy and platform, the team may want to advocate 
for publishing the most recent datasets used in the factbook if they are not already 
publicly available. If no Open Data policy exists, the factbook could provide a good 
opportunity to start or advance conversations about the value of creating such 
a policy. Similarly, if the national statistics office has an open code platform, the 
factbook team may consider publishing the code used to construct indicators and 
visualizations included in the factbook.

Note: For more information, see World Development Report 2021: Data for Better Lives; Open 

Government Data Toolkit; and DIME Wiki Reproducible Research page.

https://wdr2021.worldbank.org/
https://opendatatoolkit.worldbank.org/en/data/opendatatoolkit/home
https://opendatatoolkit.worldbank.org/en/data/opendatatoolkit/home
https://dimewiki.worldbank.org/Reproducible_Research
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and narrative

Stage 5: 
Disseminate 

factbook and key 
messages

Stage 4: Create factbook visuals and narrative

4.1 Tailor layout to content and audience.

Factbooks vary considerably in length—from a couple pages to several hundred 

pages—and different lengths offer different advantages. Although a short factbook 

with few statistics might garner the attention of different audiences, it will not 

provide a full picture of all gender issues in the country. A very long publication, by 

contrast, will likely attend to the needs of specialized audiences—such as gender 

researchers, economists, and data scientists—but will probably not be read by 

policy makers or other decision-makers. The length of the factbook will also be 

shaped by the number of themes and indicators covered, number of languages 

used, and layout and design. 

The organization of the factbook depends on the topics covered and the context 

and analysis included alongside the data. Common features of factbook outlines 

include an executive summary to highlight key messages, a section defining key 

concepts and reviewing relevant legislation and policy, content chapters by theme 

or topic, an overarching analysis chapter to tie together the thematic chapters, and 

appendixes with more detail on data and methodology. 

Appendix C provides sample outlines 
for both a general and a sector-focused 
gender factbook.

Appealing layout and design are important to motivate the readers of 

the gender factbook to stay in and return to the document. After compiling the 

factbook content, teams should take the time to style and format the content—that 

is, choose the layout of each page, fonts, colors, spacing, margins, and so on. If 

resources permit, external editing support could be hired. Colors should be kept to 

a minimum and used consistently across the entire publication. The main goal of 
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this process is to enable readers to focus on the content without being distracted 

by a confusing layout or other inconsistencies. 

4.2 Present data insights visually.

Data should be presented in a variety of ways emphasizing easy-to-understand 

visualizations. Although tables are the default presentation method for many 

statistical outputs, visual presentation forms like charts, maps, and pictograms 

are often easier for readers to comprehend. Figure 4 summarizes the relative 

advantages of the main forms of data presentation. 

Figure 4. Main data presentation forms in gender factbooks

Tables Charts Maps Pictograms

ü Good for large 
amounts of data, 
different units of 
measurement, and 
multiple variables and 
disaggregation levels

ü Allow easy comparison 
of exact numbers and 
identification of 
missing values

ü Best used in the 
factbook appendix

ü Easier to identify or 
compare patterns, 
trends and exceptions 
at a glance than tables

ü Visual appeal can make 
the data more 
convincing and easier 
to understand and 
interpret

ü Provide a quick 
understanding of 
spatial patterns

ü Easier to compare 
insights across regions 
or multiple countries 
than using charts or 
tables

ü Combine icons, images, 
and shapes with text to 
visually portray a 
statistic

ü Often easier to 
understand for general 
audiences than charts 
and tables due to their 
pictorial nature

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

Tables can take the form of either presentation tables or reference tables, 

and these two forms should be used for different purposes. Presentation tables 

showcase a small set of data points, selected to communicate a specific message. 

Reference tables, by contrast, contain more comprehensive information. They may 

for example report all available disaggregations of an indicator, and they often 

include additional statistical details like confidence intervals. Presentation tables 

.

.
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can be used effectively in the main body of the factbook, whereas reference tables 

should be reserved for the appendixes.

To select the most effective visual presentation form for each indicator, 

consider the type of data, the intended message, and the audience’s expected level 

of data comprehension. Many guides exist to help identify effective visualization 

forms to convey different messages. For example, the Financial Times Visual 

Vocabulary classifies data visualizations into nine types based on purpose 

(illustrated in figure 5). All data visualizations for the factbook should follow best 

practices for communicating gender statistics (summarized in figure 6). 

Figure 5. Data visualization types

Deviation
Show positive and 
negative variation 
from a reference 
point.

Correlation
Show relationships 
among two or 
more variables.

Ranking
Show relative 
positions in an 
ordered list.

Distribution
Show values that 
appear in a dataset 
and how frequently 
they occur.

Change over time
Show trends in the 
data.

Magnitude
Show differences 
in size (relative or 
absolute).

Part-to-whole
Show how a whole 
can be broken 
down into parts.

Spatial
Show geographical 
patterns.

Flow
Show movement 
between two 
conditions.

Source: Based on Financial Times Visual Vocabulary (https://github.com/Financial-Times/chart-doc-

tor/tree/main/visual-vocabulary).

For illustrations of examples and tips 
for specific types of data visualization, 
and further guidance on effective gender 
data visualization, see the SGS Data 
Visualization Training Course. 

https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099010424125523914/p1758801e975c106e1a92e197e0627b10a3
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099010424125523914/p1758801e975c106e1a92e197e0627b10a3
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Figure 6. Data visualizations: Best practices for gender statistics

Color and 
language

• Consistently use one color to represent women and another color to represent 
men. These colors should be two separate color hues (for example, blue and 
orange), rather than two different shades of the same color hue (for example, light 
blue and dark blue). Avoid colors that reinforce gender stereotypes such as pink 
for women/girls and blue for men/boys. 

• The gendered language in chart labels (female/male or women/men) should be 
consistent across all visualizations. Do not use terms interchangeably. Girls/boys 
can be used when referring to children or youth.

Images and 
figures • Avoid using only images or figures that show women taking care of domestic 

duties and men working in an office. 
• Ensure that any images or figures are culturally appropriate for men and women 

of that region or country. 

Organizing 
charts • For graphs and legends, present female statistics first (above or on the left).

• In most cases, the chart should be ordered by the female values (or, if more 
important for the key message, by the male values), rather than alphabetically.

Emphasizing 
gender-relevant 

insights

• Ensure that the visual emphasis of the chart is on the gender-relevant insight of 
the data. 

• Total or overall statistics can often be deleted from tables and graphs to facilitate 
comparisons between women and men. If the totals are important, choose a chart 
type that highlights both the overall and sex-disaggregated statistics. Alternatively, 
show only the male and female statistics in a chart and include the total in a more 
detailed table in the appendix.

• For maps, it is often better to show the gender gap than to have two maps (one for 
females and one for males) side by side. 

Scales • If using two charts or maps side by side, for example one for female values and 
another for male values, make sure that the color scale and ranges/legend are 
same for both. If they are not identical, then the visual is misleading because the 
colors will not represent the same values in both visuals. 

• Gender gap maps should always use a diverging color scale, with a neutral color 
(often white) for the central or tipping point and two contrasting colors for the 
extremes. 

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

All forms of data presentation in the factbook should be able to stand alone. 

Each table or visualization should contain enough metadata, such as a descriptive 

title and indication of source, to make sense even if copied by itself to a separate 

document or shared by readers of the factbook. In addition, each table and 
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visualization should be accompanied by a short text summary in the main text to 

increase accessibility. If the factbook is multilingual, extra care should be taken to 

ensure that tables and visualizations can be understood clearly in all languages. 

4.3 Use text to contextualize, explain, and annotate data insights.

Effective factbooks use text alongside tables and visualizations to clarify and 

elaborate on the data insights presented. The list below outlines some of the most 

common functions of text in a gender factbook (illustrated in figure 7).

• Each visualization should include a title that explains the key message of 

the visualization, a subtitle that describes the main concept or variable of 

the visualization accurately and exhaustively, and the source of the data 

used to create the visualization.

• Rephrasing statistics in text can make them easier to understand. For ex-

ample, it is common for the gender pay gap indicator to be expressed as a 

percentage of the average gross hourly earnings of men.

• Key methodological clarifications or changes may be explained in the main 

text or in footnotes, and they should also be noted in tables and data vi-

sualizations where relevant. For example, a methodological change that 

causes a break in an indicator’s time series should be noted in the visual 

presentation of the time series and explained further in the main text, a 

footnote or a figure note, if needed.

• Definitions of gender or statistical concepts facilitate reader comprehen-

sion of the insights presented, and can be included in supplementary text, 

footnotes, figure notes, or text boxes. 

• Legal, political, historical, or cultural context can be useful for understand-

ing how data patterns and trends have arisen. For example, discriminatory 

laws within the economic domain, like those relating to inheritance of as-

sets or gender discrimination or violence in the workplace, shape the con-

ditions under which women work or own assets. Reported indicators may 

also have been affected by specific events like a war, cultural campaign, or 

implementation of legislation. 

• Gender-relevant analysis can help to relate data insights to each other, to 

women’s and men’s lived experiences, and to current policy challenges. 
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Figure 7. Common functions of text in a gender factbook
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The key message is this
Description of variable we are visualizing

Urban Rural

Here is a 
methodologic

Source: Here we name the sources of these data.
Note: A sentence that describes the methodological change in more detail.

In this text box 
we define a 

gender-related 
concept

Here is a paragraph in the main text discussing 
the data insight visualized in the figure. We 
might have a sentence that rephrases the 
main indicator. Then we have a sentence or 
two describing important features of the legal 
or policy context that helped to shape the
patterns we observe. Finally, we include some analysis about what 
this means for people’s lives and how it relates to current policy 
debates.

Each visualization should include a ttiittllee that
explains the key message of the visualization, a
ssuubbttiittllee that describes the main concept or variable
of the visualization accurately and exhaustively, and
the ssoouurrccee of the data used to create the
visualization.

LLeeggaall,, ppoolliittiiccaall,, hhiissttoorriiccaall,,
oorr ccuullttuurraall ccoonntteexxtt can be
useful for understanding
how data patterns and
trends have come to be.

DDeeffiinniittiioonnss ooff ggeennddeerr oorr
ssttaattiissttiiccaall ccoonncceeppttss facilitate
reader comprehension of
the insights presented.

RReepphhrraassiinngg
ssttaattiissttiiccss in text can
make them easier
to understand.

GGeennddeerr--rreelleevvaanntt aannaallyyssiiss
can help to relate data
insights to each other, to
women’s and men’s lived
experiences, and to
current policy challenges.

KKeeyy mmeetthhooddoollooggiiccaall ccllaarriiffiiccaattiioonnss
oorr cchhaannggeess may be explained in
the main text or in a general
figure note, and should also be
noted in tables and visualizations
where relevant.

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

change
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4.4 Review factbook before publication.

Before publication, the core production team should review all elements of the 

factbook. This review should check that all data insights and analysis are accurate, 

appropriately documented, and clearly explained. It should also confirm that visual 

elements follow best practices and that the overall document is consistent and 

free from errors. Additional stakeholders can be engaged in the review as needed. 

Appendix D provides a sample factbook 
publication checklist.  
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Stage 1: Develop 
operational plan

Stage 3: Compile 
information 

and identify key 
messages

Stage 2: Engage 
stakeholders to 

select themes and 
indicators

Stage 4: Create 
factbook visuals 

and narrative

Stage 5: 
Disseminate 

factbook and key 
messages

Stage 5: Disseminate factbook and key 
messages

5.1 Develop dissemination and communication plan.

To ensure that the gender factbook will be used after it is published, it is essential 

to set up a plan to disseminate the statistics. NSOs should abide by their institute’s 

communication and dissemination strategy to enhance data sharing and 

dissemination efforts through various channels. If no overarching dissemination 

strategy is in place, the NSO and other involved stakeholders of the gender 

factbook should work with the communications team to create a dissemination 

and communication plan specifically for promoting and increasing the visibility 

of the gender factbook. In this way, the NSO can ensure that the gender statistics 

reach the target audience in multiple formats to facilitate uptake of the findings in 

evidence-based policy making. A dissemination plan for the gender factbook will 

clearly identify the following: 

• The various audiences that need to be reached and 
stakeholders that should be involved.

• The categories of key messages that need to reach 
those audiences.

• The various channels for communicating those key 
messages.

• The type of tools and content that need to be produced 
and put out through those channels.

• An implementation plan or timeline that pulls 
together each element for delivery.

Audiences and stakeholders

These are likely to be government officials within various ministries; 

nongovernmental organizations; civil society organizations; think tanks and 
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academia; local grassroots organizations; development, aid, and charity workers; 

and local media. Ideally, all or most of these stakeholders have already been 

engaged during the production of the factbook. Some of these audiences will use 

the gender statistics for advocacy (like civil society and grassroots organizations) 

whereas others will use them to inform the general public (local media). The 

ultimate goal, however, is for other government officials to understand and use 

the findings for policy making. 

Involving government stakeholders, like gender focal points in ministries, 

in developing the dissemination plan also allows for distribution of promotional 

activities across the stakeholders. For example, although the gender factbook is 

mainly an output from the NSO, ministries could take it upon themselves to create 

an infographic promoting and disseminating all the statistics relevant to their own 

ministry. 

Key messages

Although the gender factbook will have many messages, the dissemination 

plan should pull together the most interesting findings. The following are a few 

questions to guide the selection of the messages:

• How has the country improved on indicators related to national policy tar-

gets/strategies? International targets? Is the country set to reach the tar-

gets by the deadlines or is it falling behind? 

• Which gender gaps have narrowed/widened since the last publication? 

• What are the most useful statistics or findings for each individual ministry/

department (education, health, technology, population/demographics, land 

title, crime and violence, and so on)?

Channels and tools

The gender factbook will primarily be disseminated on the NSO website and other 

stakeholders’ websites and at a dissemination or launch event, but the link to the 

online PDF can also easily be disseminated digitally via several other channels like 

social media, newsletters, emails, and blogs. 

Implementation plan and timeline

The dissemination plan for the gender factbook will need a timeline that identifies 

when the gender factbook will be launched and incorporates all previous elements 
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(audience, messages, channels, and tools). Some countries have timed the release 

of the publication to International Women’s Day to benefit from the increased 

interest of the media and other actors in women’s issues. The timeline should 

specify not only the actions to be taken for the main launch of the gender factbook 

but also any subsequent dissemination activities, with deadlines and the person 

or team responsible for each element of dissemination. For example, if a launch 

event will take place, the implementation plan or timeline would specify who needs 

to identify and invite potential speakers participating in the event or secure media 

streaming/coverage of the event and by what date. 

The guide in Appendix E provides a 
template for an implementation plan for 
disseminating the factbook.

5.2 Organize factbook launch event. 

A launch event can be an effective way to disseminate the factbook’s key messages, 

showcase the collaboration that produced it, and spark further conversations. As 

such, it should be planned thoughtfully and early. The team may want to begin by 

identifying the intended objective of and audience for the launch event. For example, 

will the event aim to disseminate the factbook’s key messages to as broad an 

audience as possible? Facilitate a conversation about concrete next steps among 

an influential group of policy makers? Showcase data insights on a specific policy 

topic? Based on the identified objective and audience, the team can determine 

the format and timing that best serve that objective and audience, engage with 

potential co-hosts, and begin to organize event logistics. Appendix E contains a 

detailed list of considerations to support factbook launch event planning. 

5.3 Produce supplementary materials to help communicate key 

messages.

NSOs are highly encouraged to produce supplementary materials to increase data 

uptake and potential policy action. It is best practice to tailor the communications 

channels and tools to each audience’s preferences for receiving information. 

Figure 8 maps various types of data products for audiences based on the level of 
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detail required. These products are complementary to the gender factbook and 

reuse its key messages and visuals, but they are usually more targeted and user-

friendly.

Figure 8. Data knowledge products by type of audience

GGeenneerraall  ppuubblliicc

• Key figures and 
visualizations

• Short factsheet or 
infographic

• Social media graphic 
or blog

MMeeddiiaa,,  ppoolliiccyy  mmaakkeerrss

• Summary tables, 
charts, trends, 
visualizations, short 
stories

• Press release or short 
factsheet

DDaattaa  aannaallyyssttss,,  
rreesseeaarrcchheerrss,,  aaccaaddeemmiiaa

• Microdata, 
questionnaires, 
codebooks, etc.

• Comprehensive 
databases of gender 
statistics

• Advanced 
visualizations often 
using statistical 
concepts

DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  
pprraaccttiittiioonneerrss,,  ggeennddeerr  
ssppeecciiaalliissttss  iinn  
ggoovveerrnnmmeenntt,,  NNGGOOss

• Visuals of both 
summary and 
disaggregated data

• Analysis of results 
including trends over 
time in standard 
reports, metadata

Increasing detail

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

Note: NGO = nongovernmental organization.

Short materials excerpting key messages from the main factbook can 

reduce the time needed to digest key content. These pieces of content are primarily 

disseminated through digital channels. However, visuals, slide decks, briefs, and 

case studies may also be printed out for meetings especially with policy makers. 

Examples of additional channels and tools for promoting the findings from the 

gender factbook include the following:

• A visual executive summary, brief, or brochure

• Press releases through traditional media

• Newsletters and blogs

• Infographics

• Social media posts

Examples of additional channels and tools 
are discussed further in Appendix F. 
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A communications toolkit may also be a good idea for the NSO to send 

out to all parties who participated in the gender factbook production as well 

as to partner organizations. This toolkit is essential for assisting key partners 

and stakeholders in further disseminating the factbook and communicating the 

findings through their networks. The toolkit typically consists of the following 

elements:

• Link to the factbook and link to data (if public) 

• Key messages and suggested talking points 

• Suggested text samples for newsletters, emails, and social media 

• Graphic assets (images for social media, event flyers, and so on) 

• Links to any supplementary materials (PowerPoint presentation, visual 

brief, video, and so on) 

• Contacts for the NSO and social media handles so partners can easily tag 

the NSO.
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4. Conclusion
In summary, a gender factbook is a comprehensive publication that disseminates 

gender statistics using visuals and tables accompanied by relevant analysis and 

legal or policy frameworks that give context to the data. A gender factbook can be 

a highly effective way to communicate gender data insights. It can draw on data 

from multiple sources to present a comprehensive picture of gender equality and 

empowerment in one or several sectors. In addition, it can present data insights 

in a variety of accessible formats and with a range of detail. Easy-to-understand 

visualizations help to make key messages clear at a glance, while thoughtful text 

can provide context for the insights, connect them to lived experiences and policy 

questions, and clarify technical details.

This guidance note outlines a five-stage process that NSOs can follow to 

produce a gender factbook, building on the experience of the Strengthening Gender 

Statistics project. To begin, NSOs should develop an operational plan that identifies 

important stakeholders to engage as well as how the factbook will be produced 

given available time and resources. The factbook production team can then engage 

with identified stakeholders to select the topics and indicators that the factbook 

will cover. Next, the factbook team will gather contextual information and compile 

or calculate the selected indicators along with relevant documentation. They will 

analyze these data to identify potentially important or interesting insights and work 

with stakeholders to develop the key messages that the factbook will communicate. 

With these in mind, the factbook team can create visuals and draft text to convey 

the key messages as effectively as possible. Finally, the NSO should disseminate 

the factbook and its insights through a launch event and supplementary materials 

tailored to different audiences.

To complement the gender factbook, key findings and excerpts should be 

used to create shorter products like visual briefs, infographics, or social media 

cards. These products help disseminate the statistics to a wider audience using 

the communication and presentation method best suited for that audience. 

By following the gender factbook process and practices outlined in this 

guidance note and ensuring that the gender factbook has a solid dissemination 

plan involving multiple stakeholders and supplementary materials, NSOs can play 

a strategic role in increasing awareness of gender inequalities within countries and 

regions and informing programs and policies through data to bring development 

for all. 
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Appendix A. Country gender factbooks 
inventory
In search of good practices for gender factbooks, the SGS project compiled 

and reviewed all publicly accessible country gender factbooks available online, 

using the following search terms: (Gender OR Women OR Women and Men) AND 

(Factbook OR Report OR Publication OR Booklet) AND (<COUNTRY>) AND (Statistics 

OR Number OR Data OR Compendium). The online search found factbooks from 85 

low- and-middle-income and 36 high-income countries that had produced at least 

one gender factbook before November 1, 2023 (table A.1). Table A.2 shows the full 

list of gender factbooks along with corresponding links to each economy’s most 

recent gender factbook. 

Table A.1 Number of publicly accessible gender factbooks, by country income 

level

Region
Total number of 

countries with NSO 
websites

Number of 
countries with 

factbooks

% of 
countries with 

factbooks

High income 50 36 72

Low and middle income 146 85 58

Total 196 121 60

Source: Results from World Bank staff review of country gender factbook inventory.

In particular, the global gender factbook review provided insights on the 

most common indicators, themes, and content types, organizational and layout 

styles, visual presentation styles, and dissemination forms and outputs used by 

national statistics offices. Best-practice examples from the gender factbooks 

are interspersed throughout the guidance note and its associated appendixes to 

provide NSOs with tangible, visual examples.
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Table A.2. Complete list of gender factbooks, by economy name
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Albania 2023
Dominican 
Republic

2020 Lebanon 2021 Rwanda 2021

Angola 2020 Ecuador 2018 Lesotho 2018 Samoa 2020

Argentina 2023
Egypt, Arab 

Rep.
2015 Lithuania 2019 Saudi Arabia 2022

Armenia 2022 El Salvador 2019 Luxembourg 2023 Senegal 2016

Australia 2023 Estonia 2019 Madagascar 2021 Serbia 2020

Austria 2023 Ethiopia 2017 Malawi 2011 Sierra Leone 2017

Azerbaijan 2023 Finland 2021 Maldives 2022 Slovakia 2022

Bahrain 2020 France 2022 Mali 2017 Slovenia 2016

Bangladesh 2022 Georgia 2022 Malta 2021
Solomon 
Islands

2016

Belarus 2018 Germany 2021
Marshall 
Islands

2018 Somalia 2022

Belgium 2020 Ghana 2014 Mauritius 2021 South Africa 2022

Benin 2022 Guatemala 2022 Mexico 2020 Korea, Rep. 2020

Bhutan 2021 Guinea 2017 Moldova 2021 South Sudan 2010

Bolivia 2016 Honduras 2022 Montenegro 2022 Spain 2023

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

2022
Hong Kong SAR, 

China
2023 Morocco 2023 Sri Lanka 2014

Botswana 1998 Hungary 2017 Mozambique 2021 Suriname 2019

Brazil 2021 Iceland 2018 Myanmar 2022 Sweden 2022

Bulgaria 2018 India 2022 New Zealand 2009 Switzerland 2021

Burkina Faso 2021 Indonesia 2022 Nigeria 2021 Tajikistan 2020

https://www.instat.gov.al/media/12598/burra-dhe-gra-2023.pdf
https://www.one.gob.do/publicaciones/2020/atlas-de-genero-de-la-republica-dominicana-2020/
http://www.cas.gov.lb/images/PDFs/Gender_statistics/GENDER_EQUALITY_IN_LEBANON_REPORT.pdf
https://www.statistics.gov.rw/publication/1850
https://www.ine.gov.ao/Arquivos/arquivosCarregados/Carregados/Publicacao_637692040601799697.pdf
https://www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec/el-inec-presento-atlas-de-genero-2018/
https://www.bos.gov.ls/new%20folder/Copy%20of%20Demography/Gender_booklet_2018.pdf
https://www.sbs.gov.ws/images/sbs-documents/info-graphics/SGM/SGM_FINAL_web_4oct.pdf
https://www.indec.gob.ar/ftp/cuadros/publicaciones/dosier_estadistico_8M_2023.pdf
https://www.capmas.gov.eg/Pages/Researchs.aspx?page_id=5031
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=fa20eb678fe3495e89788d000bfec641
https://www.stats.gov.sa/sites/default/files/Saudi_Women%27s_Report_2022_EN.pdf
https://www.armstat.am/file/article/gender_2022_n.pdf
https://onec.bcr.gob.sv/observatorio.genero/salarios/Boletin_Edicion_Especial_2019.pdf
https://statistiques.public.lu/en/publications/series/regards/2023/regards-05-23.html
https://www.ansd.sn/sites/default/files/2022-11/Rapport%20genre%20analyses%20bases_0.pdf
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/people/people-and-communities/gender-indicators
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=fa20eb678fe3495e89788d000bfec641
https://instat.mg/documents/upload/main/INSTAT-RGPH3_SituationSocioeconomiqueEtDemographiqueDesFemmes.pdf
https://www.stat.gov.rs/en-us/publikacije/publication/?p=12925
https://www.statistik.at/en/statistics/population-and-society/gender-statistics
https://www.statsethiopia.gov.et/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Gender-Statistics-Report-2017_FINAL.pdf
http://www.nsomalawi.mw/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=192%3Agender-and-development-index-2011&catid=2&Itemid=3
https://www.statistics.sl/images/StatisticsSL/Documents/Census/2015/sl_2015_phc_thematic_report_on_gender.pdf
https://www.stat.gov.az/source/gender/?lang=en
https://tilastokeskus.finna.fi/Record/doria_tk.10024_184393
https://statisticsmaldives.gov.mv/nbs/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/IWD-2022.pdf
https://slovak.statistics.sk/wps/portal/!ut/p/z1/rZJbc6IwFMc_jY-QEwIk7Bu9Ia51RQQ1Lx3CBqXKpUql_fYby3am7a50O7PnIZPJ-f_OLQdxtES8TI75Omnyqkx2aIR4Lgq9TQsddGwwapsGNpljEHVX6pVbCsLWiO9lJvdyr2-qQ4OWbdvq66pa76SeVsXfdI_7HVpumqY-fBvAAN4DAzgh-f3DA3cRT6uykU8qaiUOyUaTpVY_igGoY5dvkzSXAzgeZLN9fvtiOzQzpTQ0TCyhmYlINJHaqYYZWBlhwsB2ilZoxeldQH12cYFdAGpdgT-KrgIvdDB8N1CIOOJ1mv9EK2wRcMAxtQTA0czMNDQhVUAjI1IYTsoyLNDimMsWRWW1L9TwQlme-uD22RQmoMVnAq7ccMbcVz4eTzueDW8x-DfjaTy9nmMK1gt_zn2JP_IenSvBZBJGMQvIbUBfeDcIgnAcx-DFxg34BHswiSKAGf1YP7MoKD5UzjiE8If9Pv-f4Tu-p8F_yn_puUOTjgHY2LPAd4fRzAkIAZd8tf7J7Br8uTv1ZiNTzb-bX097Hd-TgPd_b3xasbRs6maDVv99w7-4vid9Tzdz-7egb9yfLewQUF0sWGMJqz7et895Z1tS3IW-5v4C9LkzrA!!/dz/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/
https://www.scwstats.bh/Content/Resources/balance-2019-2020.pdf?random=f3bd7a82-df39-4432-a96f-ec421e9b36dd
https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/6047805
https://www.instat-mali.org/laravel-filemanager/files/shares/eq/livret-instat-homme-femme_eq.pdf
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/File/DocSysFile/8908/Simply-not-the-same.pdf
https://bbs.portal.gov.bd/sites/default/files/files/bbs.portal.gov.bd/page/b343a8b4_956b_45ca_872f_4cf9b2f1a6e0/2022-06-13-04-42-f063cb30c78ea58d75bd29f0056af636.pdf
https://www.geostat.ge/media/51156/Women_And_Men_In_Georgia_2022_ENG.PDF
https://nso.gov.mt/wp-content/uploads/News2021_044.pdf
http://www.mwycfa.gov.sb/resources-2/reports-assessments/25-solomon-gender-equality-where-do-we-stand/file.html
https://www.belstat.gov.by/ofitsialnaya-statistika/makroekonomika-i-okruzhayushchaya-sreda/gendernaya-statistika-i-statistika-otdelnykh-grupp-naseleniya/gendernaya-statistika/statisticheskie-izdaniya/index_9282/
https://www.bmfsfj.de/resource/blob/160834/a279d3ac216c30427797b625213d82c8/frauen-und-maenner-in-deutschland-englisch-data.pdf
https://sdd.spc.int/news/2018/05/22/gender-equality-republic-marshall-islands-2018-booklet
https://nbs.gov.so/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Somali-Gender-Statistics-Booklet-2nd-edition-2022.pdf
https://igvm-iefh.belgium.be/fr/publications/femmes_et_hommes_en_belgique_statistiques_et_indicateurs_de_genre_troisieme_edition
https://statsghana.gov.gh/gssmain/fileUpload/pressrelease/W&M%202014.pdf
https://statsmauritius.govmu.org/Documents/Statistics/ESI/2022/EI1665/Gender_Stats_Yr21_190722.pdf
https://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/Report-03-10-26/Report-03-10-262022.pdf
https://instad.bj/actualites/478-tableau-de-bord-de-genre-au-benin-2eme-edition
https://www.ine.gob.gt/sistema/uploads/2023/06/07/2023060800759eHmz6DmFKboNQ5Y3OlqNkbi9izmXULaP.pdf
http://cedoc.inmujeres.gob.mx/documentos_download/mujeresyhombresenmexico2020_101353.pdf
https://kostat.go.kr/board.es?mid=a20113020000&bid=11766&act=view&list_no=385880
https://www.nsb.gov.bt/download/9042/
https://www.stat-guinee.org/images/Documents/Publications/INS/rapports_enquetes/RGPH3/RGPH3_situation_des_femmes.pdf
https://genderpulse.md/en/demography/life-expectancy/life-expectancy-at-birth-new
https://www.ssnbss.org/home/document/census/the-household-conditions-gender-perspectives-analysis-of-the-SSHHS-2010-data/
https://www.ine.gob.bo/index.php/publicaciones/estadisticas-de-enfoque-de-genero/
https://ine.gob.hn/v4/2022/12/18/situacion-de-la-mujer-hondurena-ephpm-junio-2022/
https://monstat.org/uploads/files/publikacije/Zene%20i%20muskarci%20u%20CG%20web%2026.12%20FIN.pdf
https://www.ine.es/ss/Satellite?L=es_ES&c=INEPublicacion_C&cid=1259924822888&p=1254735110672&pagename=ProductosYServicios%2FPYSLayout&param1=PYSDetalleGratuitas
https://bhas.gov.ba/data/Publikacije/Bilteni/2022/FAM_00_2021_TB_1_EN.pdf
https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/en/wbr.html?ecode=B11303032023AN23&scode=180
https://www.hcp.ma/Communique-Le-Haut-Commissariat-au-Plan-publie-a-l-occasion-de-La-Journee-Nationale-de-la-Femme-celebree-le-10-octobre_a3760.html
http://www.statistics.gov.lk/GenderStatistics/StaticalInformation/Publications/TheSriLankanWoman-PartnerinProgress2014
https://www.statsbots.org.bw/sites/default/files/publications/F0007909551_WOMEN%20AND%20MEN%20IN%20BOTSWANA%20FACTS%20AND%20FIGU_.pdf
https://www.ksh.hu/apps/shop.kiadvany?p_kiadvany_id=1044795&p_temakor_kod=KSH&p_lang=EN
https://www.ine.gov.mz/web/guest/d/mulheres-e-homens-em-mocambique-2021?p_l_back_url=%2Fweb%2Fguest%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dmulheres
https://statistics-suriname.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Geselecteerde-Statistieken-over-vrouwen-en-mannen-in-Suriname-2019-FL-combined-040320.pdf
https://biblioteca.ibge.gov.br/visualizacao/livros/liv101784_informativo.pdf
https://www.statice.is/media/51003/women_and_men_2018_net.pdf
https://www.csostat.gov.mm/FileUpload/cso/FileDownload/Gender_2022.pdf
https://www.scb.se/contentassets/1fbf4f9815374356a786278faca6a7f0/le0201_2021b22_x10br2202.pdf
https://www.nsi.bg/en/content/16817/%D0%BF%D1%83%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F/women-and-men-republic-bulgaria-2018
https://mospi.gov.in/publication/women-men-india-2022
https://women.govt.nz/library/indicators-change-tracking-progress-new-zealand-women-2009
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/fr/home/statistiques/situation-economique-sociale-population/egalite-femmes-hommes.assetdetail.17304278.html
https://www.insd.bf/sites/default/files/2022-05/Livret_Genre%202020.pdf
https://www.bps.go.id/publication/2022/12/16/a37fb493455d772274cc2314/perempuan-dan-laki-laki-di-indonesia-2022.html
https://nigerianstat.gov.ng/elibrary/read/1241312
https://stat.tj/storage/posts/May2021/Tajikistan_Statistical_Publication.pdf
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Cambodia 2018
Iran, Islamic 

Rep.
2018

North 
Macedonia

2022 Tanzania 2018

Cameroon 2021 Iraq 2021 Norway 2018 Türkiye 2023

Canada 2018 Ireland 2019 Pakistan 2019 Uganda 2022

Cabo Verde 2017 Israel 2022 Palau 2023 Ukraine 2021

Chile 2010 Japan 2020 Paraguay 2022 Uruguay 2021

China 2004 Kazakhstan 2023 Peru 2023 Uzbekistan 2022

Colombia 2020 Kenya 2022 Philippines 2016 Viet Nam 2021

Costa Rica 2014 Kiribati 2020 Poland 2008
West Bank and 

Gaza
2018

Croatia 2023 Kosovo 2019 Portugal 2022 Zimbabwe 2020

Cuba 2016 Kuwait 2005 Qatar 2022

Cyprus 2023 Kyrgyz Republic 2021 Romania 2023

Czech Republic 2022 Latvia 2019
Russian 

Federation
2022

Source: Original figure for this guidance note.

The global inventory of gender factbooks revealed the following insights 

regarding factbooks.

Title and contents

• Titles differ across countries. Most gender factbooks have titles that refer 

to “women and men” (like “Somalia Men and Women 2022”) or to “gender 

equality.” 

• Several variations of factbooks do not have a typical factbook or statistical 

abstract title. Some are published as an International Women’s Day publi-

cation. Others are published as Sustainable Development Goal 5 or United 

Nations Minimum Set of Gender Indicators progress updates. In these cas-

https://www.nis.gov.kh/nis/WM/Women%20and%20Men's%20in%20Cambodia%20final%20version_EN.pdf
https://srtc.ac.ir/Portals/0/15.pdf?ver=yx0KUV9WlyjZydKF2p6uQw%3D%3D&_x_tr_sl=fa&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en&_x_tr_pto=sc
https://www.stat.gov.mk/PrikaziPoslednaPublikacija.aspx?id=88
https://www.nbs.go.tz/index.php/en/census-surveys/gender-statistics/421-women-and-men-facts-and-figures-2018
https://ins-cameroun.cm/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/DEPLIANT-JIF-2021-vers-07-05-2021-Vers-DG-francais.pdf
https://cosit.gov.iq/documents/Human%20Development/gender/fullreports/%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%B1%20%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D8%B1%D8%A3%D8%A9%20%D9%88%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B1%D8%AC%D9%84%202021.pdf
https://www.ssb.no/en/befolkning/artikler-og-publikasjoner/women-and-men-in-norway-2018
https://istatistik.gov.ct.tr/2023-kad%C4%B1n-%C4%B0statistikleri
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/89-503-x2015001-eng.htm
https://www.cso.ie/en/releasesandpublications/ep/p-wamii/womenandmeninireland2019/
https://www.pbs.gov.pk/publication/compendium-gender-statistics-pakistan-2019
https://www.ubos.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/UBOS-WOMENS-BROCHURE-2022.pdf
https://ine.cv/publicacoes/mulheres-homens-cabo-verde-factos-numeros-2017/
https://www.cbs.gov.il/he/mediarelease/DocLib/2022/076/11_22_076b.pdf
https://sdd.spc.int/news/2023/08/31/palau-2023-gender-fact-sheet
https://ukrstat.gov.ua/druk/publicat/kat_e/2021/2021_GEIndicators-MonitoringRepor_ENG.pdf
https://www.ine.gob.cl/docs/default-source/genero/documentos-de-an%C3%A1lisis/documentos/comgen_10010411.pdf?sfvrsn=937efe11_8
https://www.gender.go.jp/english_contents/pr_act/pub/pamphlet/women-and-men20/index.html
https://www.ine.gov.py/publication-single.php?codec=MjE0
https://www.gub.uy/ministerio-desarrollo-social/comunicacion/publicaciones/estadisticas-genero-2021
http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/Statisticaldata/OtherData/200509/U020150722579392934100.pdf
https://stat.gov.kz/upload/iblock/219/mmxzk8245qmj8pc3vhl4i16aa5gc9cdx/%D0%A1-16-%D0%93-2018-2022%20(%D1%80%D1%83%D1%81).pdf
https://cdn.www.gob.pe/uploads/document/file/4667451/Estad%C3%ADsticas%20con%20Enfoque%20de%20G%C3%A9nero%3A%20Enero%20-%20Febrero%20-%20Marzo%202023.pdf?v=1686332815
https://gender.stat.uz/en
https://www.dane.gov.co/files/investigaciones/genero/publicaciones/mujeres-y-hombre-brechas-de-genero-colombia-informe.pdf
https://www.knbs.or.ke/download/2022-women-and-men-booklet/
https://psa.gov.ph/gender-stat/gender-related/publications/126998
https://www.gso.gov.vn/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/SACH-GIOI-_-printed.pdf
https://www.ministeriodesalud.go.cr/index.php/biblioteca/material-educativo/material-publicado/indicadores-en-salud/indicadores-de-genero-y-salud/indicadores-de-genero-y-salud-1/1793-indicadores-de-genero-y-salud-2014-costa-rica/file
https://spccfpstore1.blob.core.windows.net/digitallibrary-docs/files/a9/a932329ca3ce305d1e516b9c4702d219.pdf?sv=2015-12-11&sr=b&sig=zuTL7OkKBzY3cWE%2B7KcavBHI6OkwV3RG2%2BkLkMK5b5Y%3D&se=2024-04-29T10%3A16%3A22Z&sp=r&rscc=public%2C%20max-age%3D864000%2C%20max-stale%3D86400&rsct=application%2Fpdf&rscd=inline%3B%20filename%3D%22Kiribati_Gender_Statistics_Abstract_2020.pdf%22
https://stat.gov.pl/en/topics/other-studies/other-aggregated-studies/women-in-poland,2,1.html
https://www.pcbs.gov.ps/Downloads/book2397.pdf
https://podaci.dzs.hr/media/cr5nm1o5/women_and_man_2023.pdf
https://askapi.rks-gov.net/Custom/185c53a0-29a7-4fdf-8fb8-64901227daa9.pdf
https://www.cig.gov.pt/wp-content/uploads/2022/12/Igualdade-de-Genero-em-Portugal_-Boletim-Estatistico-2022P1.pdf
https://www.zimstat.co.zw/wp-content/uploads/publications/Social/Gender/Women-and-Men-Report-2019.pdf
http://www.onei.gob.cu/node/14271
https://www.csb.gov.kw/Pages/Studies?ID=48&ParentCatID=5
https://www.psa.gov.qa/en/statistics/Statistical%20Releases/Social/GenrealSocialStatistics/MenWomenProfile/2022/Woman_Man_2022_EN.pdf
https://library.cystat.gov.cy/NEW/GENDER_STATISTICS-2023-EL-140623.pdf
http://www.stat.kg/media/publicationarchive/8f7fc721-c04b-4376-b411-03777feef9a5.pdf
https://insse.ro/cms/en/content/women-and-men-working-and-living-partnership-english-language-0
https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/focus-on-women-and-men-2022
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=fa20eb678fe3495e89788d000bfec641
https://rosstat.gov.ru/storage/mediabank/Wom-Man%202022.pdf
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es, the publications mostly contain statistics with very little supplementary 

text or analysis.

• The scope, style, quality, length, themes and indicators covered, periodicity, 

and use and style of visual tools vary greatly by factbook. 

• At minimum, publications include demographic statistics on women and 

men (population, marital status, age of marriage and childbirth) as well as 

statistics on girls’ and boys’ enrollment in varying levels of education. 

• Some country gender factbooks also include in-depth summaries of insti-

tutional, policy, and legal context relevant for understanding the gender 

disparities and for providing context behind the data points in the charts; 

others stick to presenting tables and graphs without further explanation 

or gender analysis. 

Dissemination and accessibility

• Most gender factbooks are posted on NSO websites. Some countries (for 

example, Ireland and the Baltic countries) transform the factbooks into 

online interactive publications, whereas others (like Botswana and Para-

guay) disseminate statistics directly in online databases instead of down-

loadable publications or factbooks. The inventory includes those countries 

that produce electronic versions of a gender factbook (that is, they have 

topics, chapters, supplementary text, and analysis) but does not include 

those countries that disseminate statistics directly in a database or web-

site without producing a factbook-style publication. 

• Ease of public access varies significantly across countries. Some publica-

tions are very easy to find, but others require multiple iterations of search 

terms or perusal of NSO website sections. Sometimes publications are 

found only within the demography or population section of an NSO website 

rather than under the publications section.

• Some factbooks, even though published on the NSO website, are still not 

accessible because (1) the NSO website experiences downtime (the web-

site server is down and there is a 404 error); (2) the URL is no longer acces-

sible, or the link is broken; or (3) the URL of the gender factbook or website 

is “taking too long to respond,” thus rendering the factbook inaccessible. 

This finding aligns with reviews on NSO website accessibility indicating 

that one in four NSO websites experiences higher than average downtimes 
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that don’t allow for users to access key data (Rudow 2019; Kumar et al. 

2020).

• In some countries, such as Hungary, the gender factbooks are available 

only for purchase (electronic or print). 

• Most NSOs do not have gender as a separate thematic area page or section 

of their website (even if the NSO says that gender is one of its priorities). 

• In several high-income countries, the NSO has gender data dispersed 

throughout the site. Some countries—such as Italy, the United Kingdom, 

and the United States—have no dedicated publications on gender. How-

ever, they likely have publications at the sectoral or ministerial level that 

already include gender statistics and analysis for a given topic.
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Appendix B. Available guidelines on presenting 
gender statistics

Toolkit on 
Gender-Sensitive 
Communication. EIGE 
2019.

Agri-Gender Statistics 
Toolkit. FAO 2016.

Data and Metadata 
Reporting and 
Presentation Handbook. 
OECD 2007.

Guide to Gender 
Statistics and Their 
Presentation. Pacific 
Community 2015.

Making Data 
Meaningful: A Guide to 
Presenting Statistics. 
UNECE 2009.

Developing Gender 
Statistics: A Practical 
Tool. UNECE 2010.

Guidance on 
Communicating Gender 
Statistics. UNECE 
2020.

Communicating Gender 
Statistics: A Repository 
of Good Practices. 
UNECE 2021.

Making Data Count for 
All. Good Practices in 
Integrating Gender in 
National Statistical 
Systems. ESCAP, 
UNECE, and ESCWA 
2017.

Integrating a Gender 
Perspective into 
Statistics. UNSD 2016.

Communicating Gender 
Statistics. PARIS21 and 
UN Women 2020.

Communicating 
Gender Statistics on 
Women’s Economic 
Empowerment. 
PARIS21 and UN 
Women 2021.

https://eige.europa.eu/publications/toolkit-gender-sensitive-communication
https://eige.europa.eu/publications/toolkit-gender-sensitive-communication
https://eige.europa.eu/publications/toolkit-gender-sensitive-communication
https://www.fao.org/3/i5769e/i5769e.pdf
https://www.fao.org/3/i5769e/i5769e.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/sdd/37671574.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/sdd/37671574.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/sdd/37671574.pdf
https://www.spc.int/DigitalLibrary/Doc/HDP/Gender/Guide_to_gender_statistics_and_their_presentation.html
https://www.spc.int/DigitalLibrary/Doc/HDP/Gender/Guide_to_gender_statistics_and_their_presentation.html
https://www.spc.int/DigitalLibrary/Doc/HDP/Gender/Guide_to_gender_statistics_and_their_presentation.html
https://unece.org/DAM/stats/documents/writing/MDM_Part2_English.pdf
https://unece.org/DAM/stats/documents/writing/MDM_Part2_English.pdf
https://unece.org/DAM/stats/documents/writing/MDM_Part2_English.pdf
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/developing-gender-statistics-practical-tool
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/developing-gender-statistics-practical-tool
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/developing-gender-statistics-practical-tool
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/guidance-communicating-gender-statistics
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/guidance-communicating-gender-statistics
https://unece.org/statistics/publications/guidance-communicating-gender-statistics
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/gendercom/Repository+of+good+practices+in+communicating+gender+statistics
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/gendercom/Repository+of+good+practices+in+communicating+gender+statistics
https://statswiki.unece.org/display/gendercom/Repository+of+good+practices+in+communicating+gender+statistics
https://www.unescap.org/resources/making-data-count-all-good-practices-integrating-gender-national-statistical-systems
https://www.unescap.org/resources/making-data-count-all-good-practices-integrating-gender-national-statistical-systems
https://www.unescap.org/resources/making-data-count-all-good-practices-integrating-gender-national-statistical-systems
https://www.unescap.org/resources/making-data-count-all-good-practices-integrating-gender-national-statistical-systems
https://www.unescap.org/resources/making-data-count-all-good-practices-integrating-gender-national-statistical-systems
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic-social/Standards-and-Methods/files/Handbooks/gender/Integrating-a-Gender-Perspective-into-Statistics-E.pdf
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic-social/Standards-and-Methods/files/Handbooks/gender/Integrating-a-Gender-Perspective-into-Statistics-E.pdf
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/demographic-social/Standards-and-Methods/files/Handbooks/gender/Integrating-a-Gender-Perspective-into-Statistics-E.pdf
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-gender-statistics
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-gender-statistics
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-statistics-on-womens-economic-empowerment
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-statistics-on-womens-economic-empowerment
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-statistics-on-womens-economic-empowerment
https://academy.paris21.org/en/course/communicating-statistics-on-womens-economic-empowerment
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Appendix C. Sample gender factbook outlines

General factbook outline

Section 1: Acknowledgments and copyright

Section 2: Table of contents

Section 3: List of tables and figures 

Section 4: List of abbreviations and acronyms

Section 5: Executive summary and/or summary table of key statistics

Section 6: Gender equality in Country A

• Definition and principles of gender

• Legal framework, legislation, policies, and strategies for gender equality 

in Country A

 - List of national legal orders pertaining to women’s rights

 - List of global actions, conventions, charters, resolutions, and so on re-

lating to the rights of women and girls, which Country A has signed, 

including ratification dates

Section 7: Individual content chapters 

• Population/demographics

• Health

• Education 

• Time use

• Employment

• Assets 

• Environment

• Settlement

• Influence and power

• Gender-based violence

• Peace and justice

Section 8: Summary

• Analysis connecting insights across topics

Section 9: References 

Section 10: Appendix(es)

• Methodology and definitions

• Reference tables for indicators.
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Topic-specific factbook outline

For factbooks based almost entirely on one topic, for example using data only from 

a labor force survey, indicators can be presented in a way that tells more of a 

story about women’s economic participation. The chapters and indicators could be 

organized by first highlighting barriers to entering the labor force or to achieving 

paid full-time work (for example, large youth population, levels of education, time-

related work), then presenting key labor indicators, and ending with indicators 

related to responsibility and decision-making. An example of the chapter names 

and order is below:

• Demographic context 

 - Population characteristics

 - Completed levels of education 

• Employment 

 - Time use/time-related work

 5 Proportion of time spent on unpaid work

 5 Part-time work

 - Key labor indicators

 5 Labor force participation

 5 Unemployment

 5 Types of employment

 5 Wage gap

 5 Child labor

 5 Occupational injuries

 - Indicators related to responsibility and decision-making

 5 Control over income

 5 Positions in management

 5 Entrepreneurial activity

The gender chapter in the 2022 Mali EMOP Report follows this approach. 

https://www.instat-mali.org/laravel-filemanager/files/shares/eq/ranuel22_eq.pdf
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Appendix D. Factbook publication checklist

Data and analysis 

 � Have all data sources and indicator calculations been fully documented? 

 � Have all calculations been double checked? Confirm that units of measure-

ment and values make sense for each indicator. 

 � Does the factbook note data sources and calculation methodology for each 

indicator? 

 � Are all data insights accompanied by relevant context and analysis? 

 � Have all important gender-related or statistical concepts been defined? 

 � Have the data insights and analysis been validated with key stakeholders? 

 � If the country operates an Open Data platform, has the factbook team 

checked to see if relevant data can be published there? 

Visuals

 � Do all visuals follow the overall data visualization principles and best prac-

tices as outlined in the Data Visualization Tip Sheet?

 � Is there sufficient variety between the types of charts in the factbook? 

 � Are the visuals interesting? Do they highlight some gender-relevant in-

sight? If the visual has no gender relevance, it should be removed from the 

factbook.

 � Does the presentation of gender statistics follow appropriate practices 

(that is, male and female colors consistent across factbook, female or-

dered first, and so on)?

Layout and publication 

 � Have all participating parties been included in the acknowledgements with 

the appropriate logos?

 � Is the publication free of spelling, punctuation, and grammar errors? Proof-

read multiple times and make sure there are no mistakes!

 � Are the titles for tables and visuals consistent in style and punctuation 

across the factbook? 

 � Is the use of female/male or women/men consistent throughout the fact-

book? 
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Appendix E. Example template of gender 
factbook dissemination plan
If there is no overarching or gender statistics dissemination and communication 

strategy (example) at the institutional level, the authors and participating parties 

for the gender factbook should follow the template in table E.1 to create a 

dissemination and communication plan for the gender factbook. 

Table E.1. Sample gender factbook dissemination plan for NSOs

Content/Tool Audience Dissemination
Person/Team 
responsible

Gender factbooks/Other 
publications

National and 
global

• NSO website
• Dissemination/launch event and learning 

events, and event email invitation 

NSO and participating 
parties or focal points

In-country factbook 
dissemination event 
materials

In-country 
stakeholders 
including media 
and CSOs

• In-country virtual or in-person event in 
respective partner countries

• NSO website
• NSO social media

NSO and participating 
parties or focal points, 
communications arm of 
the NSO or ministries

Links to the factbook, 
data, blogs, or events

National and 
global

• NSO social media
NSO and participating 
parties or focal points

Blurb including links to 
the factbook, data, blogs, 
or events

National and 
global

• NSO newsletter if applicable
• Email announcement
• Stakeholder newsletters

NSO and participating 
parties or focal points

 Event flyer/invitation 
National and 
global

• Email announcement
• NSO social media (SM-adapted flyer)

NSO and participating 
parties or focal points

Source: World Bank.

Note: CSO = civil society organization; NSO = national statistics office; SM = social media.

Table E.2 identifies key actions and deliverables that are essential for a 

successful gender factbook dissemination event. Given the budget for dissemination 

events, every effort should be made to ensure that policy makers and media are 

not only participants and panelists but also part of the audience. 

https://hrsd.spc.int/node/725
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Table E.2. Essential steps and content for an in-country dissemination event

Actions Important questions or subtasks
Person/Team 
responsible

1. Event structure and details

1a. Determine the 
structure of the 
event 

• How long will the event be? 
• What time of day is best for the target audience and for global 

participants? 
• What is the objective of the event, and who is the audience? 
• What format facilitates reaching that objective and audience? 

 - Keynote speech by someone in the government (gender enthusiast 
policy maker)?

 - Opening fireside chat?
 - Presentation by the NSO? 
 - Moderated panel discussion? 
 - Closing motivational speaker to encourage wide use of the data 

from all data user types?

• Who are the co-hosts of the event? 

 - NSO, media, and government ministry?
 - If media, then check what portions they will be covering. They 

often cover part of 3a, b, c. 

• Will the event be in-person only or will it be hybrid/virtual? 

 - Which virtual platform will be used? What are the functions and 
benefits of that platform? 

• Will the event be covered by media (live streamed or televised)? 
Often media will host the live stream on their own Facebook or social 
media channel. 

• Will there be live interpretation or subtitles? 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points, 
communications 
arm of the NSO or 
ministries

1b. Determine the 
date and participants

• How early/how close to the factbook finalization should the event 
date be determined? 

• Should the date be associated with a particular international day? 
(Women, earnings, etc.) 

• How close should the event be to the publication of the factbook? 

 - Day of? Or give stakeholders time to familiarize themselves with 
the factbook before a dissemination event? 

• Should the date be set around important panelists/participants? 
Which panelists/participants should the date be set around and 
which panelists should be chosen based on availability for that date? 

• What type of participants? Various fields?

 - Government official/minister, NSO, academia, CSO, media, advoca-
cy organization, statistics organization, young voice/feminist

• Which participants would fit best under the format decided in step 1? 
• Will someone from media be invited to participate (usually as moder-

ator)? 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points
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Actions Important questions or subtasks
Person/Team 
responsible

1c. Invite participants

• Create a personalized invitation to each participant/speaker, which 
includes all event details in step 1a.

 - It’s helpful to create a concept note with the event details so that 
they are not only in the invitation letter.

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points

2. Materials for event organizers and participants 

2a. Create a briefing 
book

Create each of the elements below to include in a briefing book for each 
participant: 

• Concept note with information from 1a (title, description of the event, 
objective, audience, time, date, format, etc.) 

• List of participants/speakers with their bios and photos
• For those in a keynote speech opening remarks, fireside chart, or 

presentation on the findings from the factbook, create talking points 
on gender equality and results from the surveys/factbook

• Questions that will be asked of each panelist
• In-person or virtual logistics and contact information of NSO mem-

bers or other organizers

Partner NSO

2b. Create a timeline 
for organizers 

• When is each item in 2a due to the organizers? 
• Which staff member is responsible for collecting the information of 

the briefing book? 
• Which staff member is responsible for creating the briefing book? 
• When must the briefing book be finalized? Sent to participants? 
• When should all communications-related materials in part 3 be cre-

ated? Disseminated? Who is responsible for creating? Disseminating? 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points

3. Materials for publicizing the event

3a. Create a flyer/
email invitation

• What should be in the flyer?

 - Create a social media graphic for the event with the time, date, 
title, and (if online) details for how to watch or register (short URL 
or “watch live on Facebook platform or on YouTube TV station.” 

 - Create an email invitation with the same details from the social 
media graphic but adding the description and the list of speak-
ers’ organizations/departments (potentially with their name and 
picture if appropriate)

• Who from the target audience should be invited officially through 
letters (for example, high-level ministers and government officials)?

• When should follow-ups/reminders be sent? 

 - For social media, date will be determined in part 3b; for personal 
email invitations, it might differ. 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points, 
communications 
arm of the NSO or 
ministries
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Actions Important questions or subtasks
Person/Team 
responsible

3b. Create social 
media campaign

• When will the NSO social media team start posting about the future 
event? 

• How many posts will be set up and with what frequency? 
• What should be the language in the post that accompanies the social 

media graphic? 
• Are there certain hashtags that should be used? 
• Are there international days that campaigns can leverage?
• Will questions be allowed in advance via social media, and will NSO 

teams be allowed to respond in advance?

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points, 
communications 
arm of the NSO or 
ministries

3c. Determine who 
is in charge of social 
media on the event 
day

• Is someone assigned to collect questions from social media and give 
them to the facilitator/moderator? 

• If feature enabled, is someone assigned to address comments and 
questions in the comments section on the virtual platform or during 
the social media livestream? 

• Will someone be tweeting quotes and photos live from the event from 
the NSO’s social media platforms? 

Partner NSO

3d. Send 
communications 
assets to partners/
networks

• Create a communications/dissemination toolkit with the event de-
tails, social media assets, example social media language, the event 
flyers and invitation language so that panelists’ organizations can 
promote the event as well as the factbook. This toolkit should also be 
sent to stakeholders/networks that are not participating in the event 
itself. 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points, 
communications 
arm of the NSO or 
ministries

4. Event follow-up

4a. Send thank 
you letters to 
participants

• Send thank you letters to the speakers and moderators for their 
participation in the event. 

Partner NSO

4b. Disseminate 
event recording and 
other materials (such 
as PPT)

• Where should these materials be disseminated? 

NSO and 
participating parties 
or focal points, 
communications 
arm of the NSO or 
ministries

4c. Engage with 
stakeholders

Would it be beneficial to follow up with any particular organization or 
government official in the audience regarding the findings, policies, etc.? 

• Reach out to any stakeholders/audience who had questions or 
showed interest during the event to discuss a plan forward. 

Partner NSO

Source: World Bank.

Note: CSO = civil society organization; NSO = national statistics office; PPT = PowerPoint. 
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Appendix F. Dissemination tools and channels
A visual executive summary, brief, or brochure is a good way to highlight the 

most prominent insights from the full gender factbook. The visuals and text can be 

taken directly from the gender factbook and repurposed for this brief, shortening 

supplementary text as need. It would be beneficial to have both the full gender 

factbook and a visual brief ready on the day of the gender factbook launch so that 

users interested in getting a quick summary do not need to read through the full 

gender factbook. Because selecting only a few indicators and insights for a two-

page visual summary or brief may be difficult, another option would be for the NSO 

to create a one- or two-page brief or factsheet for each topic in the gender factbook 

to highlight the most important parts for members of each of the corresponding 

ministries.

Press releases through traditional media will also draw attention to the 

publication and should be prepared for the day the gender factbook launches. Press 

releases are much better for journalists who do not typically have the time to read 

a report that is 100-plus pages long or to comb through complex data to see the 

insights. Press releases are packaged in a ready-to-use way so that journalists can 

add key findings to an article and so that the media community can engage with the 

factbook findings when they otherwise would not have. Journalists are essential 

for getting trustworthy statistics into the media and building the narrative around 

gender equality. Press releases should be short and have a catchy headline that 

summarizes main messages, perhaps using one of the most salient insights from 

the gender factbook. For one example of an effective press release, see the press 

release from a regional Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

gender report. 

Newsletters and blogs can be an alternative channel for disseminating 

the same key findings and stories highlighted in the press release. Much of the 

information can be repurposed from the press release and the gender factbook. 

Although press releases catch the attention of the media, disseminating the 

findings through newsletters and blogs will reach different audiences.

Infographics can sometimes be used within a gender factbook, but they 

are more commonly used as a complement to the gender factbook as an eye-

catching visual summary that tells a story or the overall picture. Although similar 

to the visual executive summary or brief, infographics are less formal, usually 

incorporating more pictures and icons than charts and less text. 

https://www.oecd.org/newsroom/progress-on-gender-equality-far-too-slow.htm
https://www.oecd.org/newsroom/progress-on-gender-equality-far-too-slow.htm
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Social media posts are a great way to promote information and circulate it to 

a wider audience including the general public and the media. If the NSO uses social 

media as part of its communications and dissemination protocols for statistical 

outputs, the bare minimum social media engagement would be to post the URL of 

the gender factbook to increase visibility of the publication. 

The following social media tips and engagements could further promote the 

gender factbook. 

• If a dissemination event will take place, post flyers with details of the event 

and speakers before the event. After the event (even if it was not open to 

the public or media), the NSO can post an image or flyer with a quote from 

the event with a link to the now published factbook. 

• Social media posts can further disseminate key messages from videos 

that have been created as part of a dissemination plan. Some NSOs create 

promotional videos for a dissemination event to increase interest before 

the event (as in the case of Somalia NBS); others create short videos of 

speakers from the dissemination event to post online as an alternative to 

photos and quotes. NSOs also create animated videos to explain the key 

insights from the report or a chapter within the report (as in the case of 

INEGI Mexico). Although this animated video on the gender pay gap in Eu-

rope is from EUROSTAT, it is a good example of an animation that explains 

statistics and gender concepts. 

• The NSO could set up a series of tweets with key findings or visuals from 

the report rather than just announcing the report. These visuals could be 

taken directly from the report, or the NSO could create a series of social 

media cards with visualizations that emphasize a different key message 

on each card. These social media cards generally have one chart empha-

sizing one to three statistics. 

• Social media is one of the main dissemination channels for more elaborate 

or detailed images like infographics, factsheets, or visual briefs. Although 

not all social media posts require links, it is ideal when posting these com-

plementary outputs to link directly to the full gender factbook.

https://twitter.com/NBS_Somalia/status/1626281357600075777?lang=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbHfay6V6EY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z-1m5NnURTI
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Appendix G. Strengthening Gender Statistics 
Resources

Component 1: Survey Design

SGS Guidance Note on Gender-Sensitive Survey Design and Implementation 

SGS Best Practices in Survey Design Slide Deck

SGS Guidance Note on Gender Data Gap Assessments 

SGS Recommended Questionnaire Content

Component 2: Indicator Calculation 

How to Compute Priority SGS Indicators Slide Deck 

Component 3: Data Dissemination

SGS Gender Factbook Slide Deck 

SGS Indicator Mapping template

SGS Data Visualization Training Course

https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040008292239959/p1758800c6fb7207108d160aea9929361b0
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040108292240362/p175880079fe570e0b5210018ad772184f
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099459401262342058/idu035f62ff00732a0494e09af609494132c3606
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040408292296250/p1758800eada7f0a0bd500f851d208920f
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040308292219463/p1758800485e85070a94205624f6f516c9
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099040208292219817/p175880017eabe020a45606a1c7480cf28
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099010424125533797/p17588013eacf70df1879f1c5572a970337
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/099010424125523914/p1758801e975c106e1a92e197e0627b10a3
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